Floor to Ceiling Feed (Wall or Shaft)
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NOTE:

40100 series surface mounted metal raceway

WALL BOX CONNECTOR 40140

40100 series surface mounted metal raceway

DIVIDED ENTRANCE END FITTING 40100

40100 ENTRANCE END FITTING

CONDUIT

Floor

Ceiling line

Conduit

NOTE: 4000 series surface mounted metal raceway

WALL BOX CONNECTOR 40140

40100 series surface mounted metal raceway

DIVIDED ENTRANCE END FITTING 40100

40100 ENTRANCE END FITTING

CONDUIT

Floor

WALL

Below ceiling line

Box (new construction) centered at 10" from the
flush box (new construction) 6" from mount 2444 device box or 9.
2. If ceiling line is greater than 9.6 or less

Point to device box

Attach wireless access

Hallway